
Hello friends and fellow rodders. We are currently finishing the
build on Pete’s first Coopster.  The car will be displayed at the
GoodGuy Columbus Ohio show July 13th and the NSRA Nats in
Louisville Kentucky August 3.  From there Pete and JD head west
to Pleasanton California for the GoodGuys West Coast Nationals.
Follow along as Pete shows you some insider pictures of the build.

Here the sheet metal work has been completed.

The grill frame is our own cast aluminum frame. 

A little lead work on the corners of the doors the the body is ready
to be smoothed over and painted.  If you saw the DVD you may 
notice that the rear window is now in!

This shows the inner structure of the door.

The power door glass and solenoids are set up before we skin
the door.

The trunk lid was the last of the body panels to be completed.

The adjustable mounting plates are installed and we prime the 
inside of the panels before the top skin is installed.

Like everything else on the Coopster body, the trunk hinges are 
custom built to fit. The electric hardtop is really something to see,

but it complicated the trunk hinge because it folds down right
in front of the trunk lid leaving no room for hinges.  But Pete 
pulled out his magic wand and made it all fit.......

 

With the body complete if was on to the interior.  The first panel to
be fabricated is the seat bulk head. The electric lift
unit that folds the top sets between the driver and passenger 
seats. Every fraction of an inch was needed to make the top look
right and function properly.  The lift unit motor sets behind the 
passenger seat.  Clearance for the motor was necessary so Pete
call Tom Ashton from Tea’s design and Tom custom made seats 
for the Coopster.  

This little motor is the size of a soup can and it can lift 500 lbs.
It is specially made for the Coopster by Motion Industries.

The bulk head / center console panel is complete.

When the top is down there is an opening where the bracket 
comes out.  That “ain’t” cool so we will be machining a nice 
filler cap.  Below is a plastic prototype.

Where the roof meets the windshield there are stainless alignment
pins

If you look close you will see the sleek latches that lock the top
to the windshield, and the dash board and door garnish rails are
complete.

The top of the dash is recessed for flush mounted leather top.

Here is a shot of the interior sheet metal work completed.

With the interior metal work done we can now set up the steering
column, gauges and switches.

With the body done and the interior build complete it’s time to 
send it to the paint shop.

With the body on the rotissire  we can prep the underside for 
paint.

The first primer stage is the Zinc Chromate epoxy primer.  This 
stuff seal the body and protects if from rust and corrosion.  Next
we will apply a surfacing primer and begin to block sand.

Hagan Street Rods build both the body and chassis in their new
Ohio facility.  Here the new frame is being welded together in 
the frame jig.

The Coopster sports only the top of the line street rod parts
on the market, so when it came to suspension Pete called his 
friends at Kugel Komponents .  Here you see Kugels Indy style
pushrod front end clip being installed.

The Kugel Indy front end is truly a work of art.  The inboard coil
overs set between the radiator and the serpentine pulley system.

The Indy front suspension can only be out done by its companion.
Kugels fully polished Independent rear suspension!  Wow! That is 
cool.....

An over head view shows the new chassis near completion. 
Capped off with Billet Speacialty 20” and 17” wheels and Dunlop
SP Sport 9000 low profile tires.

The engine and transmission are next.  We are installing 
an Ls1 Corvette engine and 4L60E auto trans from Street and 
Performance in Arkansas.

We only have 9 days left to get to Columbus so we better get
busy..... We will send more on the build soon!  
Til the........

Pete 

PS.  This guy showed up at our door last Saturday.... I told him
he could fill out an application but we were’nt currently hiring.
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